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Innovation and Functionality. 
From the professional kitchen to 
the home, that’s what iSi brings to 
the table. 
Every day, chefs around the world reach for 

isi [say “easy”] kitchen tools to create beauti-

ful food with ease and efficiency. Not only are 

isi products functional and long-lasting, they’re 

beautiful to look at and a pleasure to use. 

Our history of European design is the basis for 

our award-winning innovation. We use ground-

breaking technology to perfect our products 

and inspire their users. The same compressed 

gas technology isi has developed for use in life-

saving air bags and medical devices allows chefs 

to enrich their repertoire with sweet and savory 

creams, foams, soups, and sauces that are as 

easy to make as they are to eat. 

Our dedicated sales and customer service teams 

are committed to providing you with an out-

standing experience and to helping you get the 

most out of your isi products. Don’t hesitate to 

contact us if we can be of service in any way.

iSi Basics 
Born from our experience working with the 

world’s finest chefs is a history of crafting top-

flight tools for people passionate about food. 

Every tool we make is thoughtfully designed 

with obsessive attention to detail so they work 

flawlessly, feel great in your hand, and look 

beautiful. Made with the finest materials and me-

ticulously manufactured, every Basics tool will 

provide a lifetime of use. 

iSi North America, Inc.
800.447.2426 | iSi.com/culinary/us
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4-Piece Magenetic 
Measuring Spoon Set

B15500

4-Piece Magenetic 
Measuring Cup Set

B15600

8-Piece Magenetic 
Measuring Spoon &  
Measuring Cup Set

XXXX00

Flex~it® 4-Piece,  
Magnetic, Measuring  
Cup & Spoon Sets 

These practical, multi-functional, 

easy-to-stack and store cup and 

spoon sets are a kitchen essen-

tial. a flat bottom bowl paired with 

a curved handle sits flat for one-

hand filling. sturdy handles scoop 

without flexing and a flat rim allows 

for easy leveling of solid ingredi-

ents. Flexible, no-drip spout makes 

pouring liquid ingredients a snap. 

includes self-stacking magnets that 

keep the set neatly nested.

• Rests flat & stable on any surface

• strong magnets keep the set nested 
together saving storage space

• Translucent for half measurements

• Make your own spout

Magnets keep
sets organized
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Flex~it® Pitcher 

in order to create a pitcher wor-

thy of the Flex~it® line we knew it 

had to be as aesthetically pleasing 

as it was easy-to-use. Our Flex~it® 

pitcher features a flexible, adjust-

able spout for an accurate, no mess 

pour. The silicone liner holds a full 

50 ounces, features a curved lip to 

eliminate drips and is removable for 

easy cleaning. a sturdy, ergonomic 

handle helps even a full pitcher feel 

secure and balanced. The snug-fit 

lid is removable lid for storage.

• Ergonomic handle for the perfect pour

• 50 oz silicone liner keeps drinks cooler,  
is removable and dishwasher safe

• snug-fit lid included

B70001 B70004 B70006
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Make your 
own spout
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B25300

B26300

1 Cup (250 ml)
B26400

2 Cup (500 ml)

3 Piece Set

B26500

4 Cup (1000 ml)
Flex~it® Measuring Cups 

Few pieces of kitchen gear get as 

much use and as little design con-

sideration as measuring cups. We 

sought to change that with measur-

ing cups as well thought-out as they 

are attractive. Easy-to-read num-

bers (in both Us and metric mea-

surements) on translucent silicone 

make accurate measuring of any 

ingredient a snap. silicone Flex~it® 

Measuring cups form a spout any-

where along the rim for no-mess 

pouring. The radius of the lip is de-

signed to make a precise pour and 

eliminate drips.

• curved lip eliminates drips

• Nests for space-saving storage

• Heat resistant to 490 °F (254 °c)

• Microwave and dishwasher safe

Make your 
own spout

B26900

Mini 
Measuring Cup
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Make your 
own spout

3 Piece Set

B25101

B25102

B25104

B25106

1.5 Quart

B26101

B26102

B26104

B26106

2 Quart

B26201

B26202

B26204

B26206

1 Quart

B26001

B26002

B26004

B26006

Flex~it® Mixing Bowls 

Recognized by the 2008 I.D. Design 

awards, Flex~it® Mixing Bowls are 

the ones to reach for. Easy to hold, 

shape, and clean, these flexible, 

silicone bowls make a spout any-

where along the rim for accurate 

pouring. a tapered wall thickness 

and sturdy base keep the center of 

gravity low to improve stability and 

reduce spills. Elegant wave rim and 

contemporary colors make them 

beautiful enough to leave out on 

the counter.

• curved lip eliminates drips

• Nests for space-saving storage

• Heat resistant to 490 °F (254 °c)

• Microwave and dishwasher safe
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2 Cup Prep Bowl Set

Pinch Bowl Set

Flex~it® Prep Bowls 

Ditch the mismatched bowls and 

miscellaneous containers and get 

prep bowls made for the task. They 

feature the same smart design 

as our mixing bowls and measur-

ing cups with a pinch-to-pour rim, 

no-drip lip, plus the convenience 

of a secure omnidirectional lid. Our 

2-ounce Pinch Bowls are perfect 

for keeping spices, oils, and other 

ingredients at the ready. The pinch-

to-pour rim make these miniature 

bowls hugely useful. 

• secure air-tight lid keeps leftovers 
fresh for future use

• Heat resistant to 490 °F (254 °c),  
Lids to 260 °F (126 °c)

• Microwave and dishwasher safe

B25065

B25565

Make your 
own spout
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Pro Tongs™ 9"

Pro Tongs™ 12”

Pro Tongs™ 16”

Pro Tongs™  
Food Handling Tools

Preparing, cooking, grilling, serv-

ing — Pro Tongs™ do everything well. 

Their inventive design and sleek  

action earned them the 2010 House-

wares Design “Best in category” 

award for Kitchen Hand Tools. Made 

of 18/10 stainless steel and high-

performance polyamide, they’re 

easy to hold, smooth to operate, 

and totally versatile. From pasta to 

pork chops, Pro Tongs™ Food Han-

dling Tools give you a secure handle 

on things.

• Three sizes for use indoors and out

• Three locking positions for versatility

• stays closed to save space

• Easy disassembly for thorough clean-
ing of all parts. Dishwasher safe

• Patent Pending

• NsF certified. http://www.nsf.org

2706

2710

2709

Gentle — rounded 
edges for delicate 
handling

Precise — fine  
control of small 
items

Firm — secure grasp 
of vegetables, pasta, 
and salad
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B10302

B10304

B10101

B10102

B10104

B10201

B10202

B10204

B10001

B10002

B10004

Slim Spatula

Spoon Spatula

Wide Spatula

Scraper Spatula

• Full-length spring-steel core keeps its 
shape and provides flex

• sharp edges are efficient and accurate

• Heat resistant to 600 °F (315 °c)

• seamless homogenous design is  
hygienic and dishwasher safe

Steel-Reinforced Utensils 

simple tools can’t hide their imper-

fections. That’s why we obsessed 

over every detail in our steel-re-

inforced utensils. Made of silicone 

with a full-length spring-steel core, 

our spatulas have just the right 

amount of flex for your needs. 

sharp, firm edges provide efficient 

scraping coverage and a mix of 

curves and notches mean no mat-

ter what the shape of the container, 

even tight corners, the fit will be 

perfect. seamless construction is 

graceful and eliminates food traps.

spring-steel core keeps 
them slim and sturdy 
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B10401

B10402

B10404

B15001

B15002

B15004

B15401

B15402

B15404

Utility Spoon

16" Paddle Spatula

13" Turner

• Full-length spring-steel core keeps its 
shape and provides flex

• Won’t scratch non-stick surfaces

• Heat resistant to 600 °F (315 °c)

• seamless, homogenous design is  
hygienic and dishwasher safe

Steel-Reinforced Utensils  

Heat resistant, sturdy, and yet gen-

tle enough for non-stick surfaces, 

these tools are an essential addition 

to your kitchen. Made of silicone 

with a full-length spring-steel core, 

they keep their shape while offering 

just the right amount of flex. Our 

ladle uses the same no-drip lip of 

our bowls so that you can make an 

accurate, mess-free pour even into 

small containers. Our long-reach 

Paddle spatula and Turner are ideal 

for large pots, grills, and high heat 

situations.

spring-steel core keeps 
them slim and sturdy 

Pan Scraper 

The ergonomic Pan 

scraper, designed by 

Martin Puryear for The 

Museum of Modern art 

(MoMa) has a rotating, 

multi-curved edge that 

hugs the shape of any 

pan to keep it clean.

• Easy to grab, easy to grip

• Heat resistant to 380 °F

• Hygienic & dishwasher safe

 B15301
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